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Kraken Allocations by Discipline
Advanced Scientific Computing - 340; 3%

Cross-Disciplinary Activities - 360

Earth Sciences - 520; 3%
Materials Research - 150; 4%
Physics - 130; 26%
Staff Accounts - 940; 4%

Chemical, Thermal Systems - 610; 5%

Chemistry - 140; 6%

Molecular Biosciences - 410; 10%

Astronomical Sciences - 120; 21%

HPC Ops
Report
Dec15%
2010
Atmospheric
Sciences
- 510;

Challenges in Comp. Chem.
• Robust and quantitative predictions
• Treatment of excited states
• Thermal and dynamical effects beyond harmonic
approximation
• Long-time dynamics of mixed electronic states
• Efficient simulation of large systems
• Spanning multiple time scales and rare events
• The last 10 years – circa million-fold increase in the capability
of quantum chemisty
– 1000x from theory and algorithm
– 1000x from advances in computer hardware
– The next 10 years promise at least as much again
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Theory and modeling of Supercapacitors for
Energy Storage (Sumpter and Meunier)

Supercapacitors are electrical energy storage devices that have large energy power and
density. The density is tremendously improved by reducing pore sizes in the nanometer
regimes. Computational studies show that partial desolvation is important, and leads to
replacement of the conventional model by a “wire-in-a-cylinder or sandwich” model,
which accounts for all the observed phenomena.
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ACS Nano, 2010, 4 (4), pp 2382–2390 Publication Date (Web): April 5, 2010 (Article)DOI: 10.1021/nn100126w

Challenges
• Time and length scales
– Need ab initio dynamics – strong scaling

• Limitations of current density functionals
– Long-range interactions, exchange

• Speed and accuracy of many-body methods
– Slow convergence with basis (solved by explicitly
correlated wave function)
– Poor scaling with system size O(N7)
(solved by local-correlation & low-rank)

Step-by-step growth of epitaxially aligned polythiophene
by surface-confined oligomerization
J. A. Lipton-Duffin, J. A. Miwa, M. Kondratenko, F. Cicoira, B. G. Sumpter,
V. Meunier, D. F. Perepichka, F. Rosei

• Demonstrated the emergent surface-confined
growth of ordered arrays of PEDOT chains using
in situ STM imaging combined with first
principles density functional theory calculations

d

• Developed controlled assembly of aromatic
building blocks into ordered structures on a
metallic substrate with mechanically and
electrically robust contacts
• The epitaxially aligned conjugated systems show
promise for use in future electronic and
optoelectronic devices requiring high-quality
active materials.

e

PEDOT oligomers, showing the formation of dimers,
trimers and tetramers (a), dimers (b), trimers (c) and the
characteristic length of polymers that are grown (d):
arrows on (d) mark oligomers with 14 and 16 monomers.
DFT computed geometries are shown on (b) and (c). (e)
shows simulated (lower) STM images compared to the
measured STM (upper).

J. A. Lipton-Duffin, J. A. Miwa, M. Kondratenko, F. Cicoira, B. G. Sumpter, V. Meunier, D. F. Perepichka, F. Rosei “Step-by-step growth of epitaxially aligned polythiophene by surfaceconfined oligomerization” Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. (2010). DOI:10.1073/ pnas.1000726107; BGS and VM were funded in part by the CNMS at ORNL, Computing resources: NCCS at ORNL

Challenges
• Chemistry at interfaces
• Time and length scales
– Need ab initio dynamics – strong scaling

• Limitations of current density functionals
– Incompatible screening models
(or fudge factors)

• Many-body methods for materials
– Much less mature than for molecules (implementation
complexity can be eliminated as done in chemistry)
– Incompatible formulations (propagtor methods less
developed in chemistry)
– Lots of calibration of numerous models still required

Formation of “sharp edges” in graphene nano ribbon:
quantum transport and electronic structure calculations

Science 323, 1701 (2009) Jia, Dresselhus, Sumpter, Meunier, Terrones, ...

Challenges
• Time and length scales; rare events
• Coupling of electronic and nuclear motion
– Electron-phonon interactions – inelastic transport
(response calculation for 1000s of atoms)

• Open-shell systems – complex chemistry
• Current DFT functionals neglect long-range
correlations
• Spectroscopy (Raman – 3rd derivatives!)

Theoretical Challenges
Basis sets – one electron, two electron
Linear-scaling methods with accurate correlation
Rigorous development of density functional theory
Open-shell problem
Heavy elements – all of the above + relativity
Physically relevant models and questions
Dynamics, excited states, scattering
Nuclear motion with quantum effects
Thermodynamic and transport properties of solutions
and interfaces
• Response properties
• Long time dynamics
• QM – nano – micro – macro
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The Electronic Schrödinger Equation
• A 2nd-order, linear, partial differential
equation in 3N dimensions (N electrons)
H  r =E   r 
d  r ,t 

H   r ,t =i
dt
Z
1
1
2

H =− ∑ ∇ i −∑ ∑
∑
2 i

i ∣r  −r i∣ i  j ∣r i −r j∣
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Solving the Schrödinger Equation
• After 80+ years of trying we still cannot
except for very simple systems
• Several approaches
– Ab initio theory ... construct approximation wave
functions that can be systematically improved to
give the exact result ... with a BIG enough
computer
– Density functional theory ... more on this later
– Quantum Monte Carlo ... cool, fun, but not today
19

Ab Initio Hierarchy of
Wavefunctions
• How do we construct and compute systematically
improvable approximations that converge to the
correct answer?
– Answering this question both theoretically and
practically consumed the first 40 years of
computational chemistry (195x-199x)
20

What many-electron system can
we solve?
• A non-interacting
system!

H =∑ h r i 
i

 = A ∏  i r i 
i

h  i  r= i  i r 
E=∑  i
i
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Hartree-Fock
• The simplest possible electronic wave
function is an antisymmetric product of oneelectron wave functions
• Physically, each electron is assumed to move
in the average potential due to all of the other
electrons – the electrons are not “directly” or
“instantaneously” interacting
• Related in theory and practice to the more
widely used density functional theory
22

Electronic structure of molecules
• Atomic and molecular orbitals
– An effective one-particle model. Each electron feels the average
field of all other electrons (self-consistent field, Hartree-Fock)
– Provides the structure of the periodic table and the chemical bond
– Linear combination of atomic orbitals - LCAO
– E.g., molecular orbitals for water, H2O

-0.53

-1.31
-20.44

-0.67
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-0.48

Density Functional Theory
• The most successful and widely applicable approach to electronic
structure
– Lots of problems and failures, but these are far outweighed by successes
and generality
– Extended and applied to many different types of systems and properties
– Came to chemistry from solid-state physics
• Physicists were asking different questions, of different systems with different
requirements for precision
• Initial experience in chemistry was very negative
• Subsequent improvements and new theoretical understanding have addressed
these initial failures

• Must be applied with calibration against ab initio wave function
methods
– There is, as yet, no systematic approach to the exact answer via DFT
– Calibration has been done for many types of systems
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Problems for DFT
• Weak interactions
– missing long-range correlation, dispersion

• Self-interaction
– incorrect H-atom, wave function tail, excitons

• Excited states and open-shells
– symmetry breaking, adiabatic approximation

• True time-dependence
– current density, singlet-triplet splitting

• Relativistic effects
• Size-dependence of calculations
• No systematic path for improvement

25

Ab initio hierarchy
• Configuration interaction
– A linear expansion
occ virt

occ virt

 =∣0 〉∑ ∑ c ∣i a 〉 ∑ ∑ c ∣i j  a b 〉⋯
i

a
i

a

i j a b

ab
ij

• Coupled cluster theory
– A non-linear expansion
– CCSD(T) is the “gold standard” - cost is O(N7)



occ virt

occ virt



 =exp T ∣0 〉 = 1∑ ∑ t ai a †a a i ∑ ∑ t ai bj a †a a †b a j a i ⋯ ∣0 〉
i

a

i j a b
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Correlation Consistent Basis Sets
●

The ability to systematically converge
to the right answer for the right reasons
is hugely significant

[“Gaussian Basis Sets for Use in Molecular
Calculations. I. Contraction of (9s5p) Atomic Basis
Sets for the First Row Atoms,” Journal of
Chemical Physics, 53, 2823- 2833 (1970).]
“Gaussian Basis Sets for Use in Correlated Molecular
Calculations. I. The Atoms Boron through Neon
and Hydrogen,” Journal of Chemical Physics, 90,
1007-1023 (1989)
“Electron Affinities of the First-Row Atoms
Revisited. Systematic Basis Sets and Wave
Functions,” with R. A. Kendall, and R. J. Harrison,
Journal of Chemical Physics, 96, 6796-6806
(1992)
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Bak, Gauss, Jorgensen, Olsen, Helgaker, Stanton

Accuracy of MP2, CISD, …
• Part of problem set is to evaluate MP2
Structures of 19 molecules
correction to molecules previously discussed
analyzed in correlation
consistent basis sets with corevalence correlation.
• MP2 results for small molecules
HF – DZ adequate
MP2 – TZ adequate, big
improvement over HF
CCSD – no improvement over
MP2
CCSD(T) – DZ inadequate
Core-core and core-valence
correlation important for highprecision.
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Water Hexamer (Cyclic S6)
-39.0

MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z:
O [6s5p4d3f2g1h]+
(1s1p1d1f1g1h)
H [5s4p3d2f1g]+
(1s1p1d1f1g)

-43.0
-44.0
MP2/CBS limit = -44.8 kcal/mol
-45.0
-46.0
aug-ccpVQZ

3
10
bf

n (basis set)

aug-ccpV5Z

2

bf

2

bf

bf
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aug-ccpVTZ

17

aug-ccpVDZ

55

-47.0

6

(Xantheas and Harrison)

-42.0
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Running on 128 nodes of
IBM-SP2 using NWChem

-41.0

ΔEe (kcal/mol)

Largest Calculation
for the Water Hexamer

∆E
∆E (BSSE)

-40.0
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D. Feller
30

D. Feller
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NWChem CCSD(T) – 1.31 PFLOP/s

E. Aprà, R.J. Harrison, W.A. deJong, A.P. Rendell, V. Tipparaju and R.M. Olson

CCSD(T) benchmark of the binding energy of (H2O)24

(H2O)24
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Many-electron scaling problem - I
• Exact wavefunction has a cusp as two electrons coalesce
– E.g., simplest form of helium atom wave function that satisfies
the
nuclear and electronic 1cusp conditions
−2( r1 + r2 )

ψ (r1 , r2 , r12 ) = (1 + 2 r12 ) e

• Such wave functions have historically been impracticable
except for very small systems (Hylleraas, Morgan)
– Inclusion of r12 only now becoming feasible
(Klopper, Noga, Taylor, Kutzelnig, Ten-no, Valeev)
– Instead represent the two-electron wavefunction as products of
one-electron wavefunctions

ψ ( r1 , r2 ) = ∑ [ φa ( r1 )φb ( r2 ) + φb ( r1 )φa ( r2 ) ]
ab
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Many-electron scaling problem - II
• Convergence of atomic correlation energy (Hill, Reed)
– Saturate basis up to angular momentum L

E

corr
L

−3

=c  L1

• Correlation-consistent basis sets (Dunning)
– cc-pVXZ (X=2,3,…) - designed to converge smoothly
– ε = O(X-1/3)
– No. of functions in set is N = (X+1)(X+3/2)(X+2)/3 = O(ε-1)
– Calculation cost is at least O(X4), thus … cost ~ O(ε-4)
– F(R12) methods possibly O(ε-2.4)
• Huge decrease in cost and hope for large molecules
• Not yet in production quality code – coming soon!
– Target should be near O(-log ε )
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The Nature of Scattering Problems
Map known “incoming” solutions onto
known “outgoing” solutions

Ψin ⇒ Ψinteracting ⇒ Ψout
Boundary conditions (e.g. one particle)

Ψ → eik•r + f (ϑ , ϕ )eikr / r
in

hν, e-

in

A

A

Int.
Region

out

eA+

out

eCourtesy CW McCurdy
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Why Are These Problems Difficult?
• E.g., double photoionization of atoms and molecules and electronimpact ionization are processes that place two electrons “in the
continuum”
hν

e-

e-

ee-

e-

• The final state contains three separating charged particles
e-

+, ++
e• All states, bound and continuum will be contained in the scattered wave.
• In the absence of correlation there would be essentially no cross section -- e.g., He:

ϕ1s (1)ϕ1s (1) ε • r1 + ε • r2 ϕ ks (1)ϕ kp (2) ≈ 0

Courtesy CW McCurdy
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Computational Challenges
• Adoption of modern C/S
• Ease of composition of codes
– Rapid prototyping and testing
– Efficient production execution

• Execution efficiency of codes
• Readiness for future architectures
• Complexity of future algorithms, codes and
architectures
– Multidisciplinary nature of research (chem, math, C/S).

• Adoption of modern math
• Engaging interest of C/S and appl. math communities in
application needs
37

Impact of sustained exponential growth
• We are still only beginning to
realize the transforming power
of computing as an enabler of
innovation and discovery.
• A characteristic of exponential
growth is that we will make as
much progress in the next
doubling cycle as we’ve made
since the birth of the field:
– 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, ...

38

National benefits of exascale and
associated technologies




Basic science currently drives high-end HPC


It consumes (nearly) all petascale cycles



Most product design/engineering at terascale or below



Lack of expertise is the major barrier to adoption

We must change this




Mature simulation (e.g., comp. chem.) must eventually
become relevant to new technologies, policy decisions, ...

White house OSTP initiative in HPC (Tom Kalil)


Vision of simulation rapidly transferring basic science &
engineering knowledge and enabling new technologies
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Exascale technologies




Architecture – data is everything


power 0.1 → 100 GFLOP/Watt

memory 0.3 → 0.03 byte/FLOP



cores 8 → 64-1024+ per node

number of cores 100K → 100+M



concurrency 106 → 109

Will be just a corner of entire ecosystem






S/W still more expensive than H/W



Most science will happen at petascale or below

Hardware




In 2020 1EF = $100M = 1000 PF
→ 1PF ≤ 0.1M

Will leverage high-end server and
professional computing platforms

1 core

Software


Must still run everywhere
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Looking forward
• It’s not the core count – it’s total concurrency
– FP parallelism within a current quad core X86
256x in single prec.
(4cores*8AVX*2M&A*4pipedepth)

• What is the lifetime of your code?
–
–
–
–
–

Now – Intel KNF 32 cores, IBM Cyclops 80 cores
2012 – 32+ cores / socket
2015 – 128+ cores / socket
2018 – 512+ cores / socket
Vector length and # pipelines also increasing

• In 2018 100K cores will be a campus resource41

HPC futures we’d like to avoid
Complexity constrains all of our
ambitions (cost & feasibility)
●

●

●

Science, physics, theory, ...
—
Constantly evolving but can take
years to implement
—
Scalable algorithms and math
Software
—
Crude parallel programming tools
with explicit expression & management of concurrency and data
Hardware
—
Millions of cores with deep memory
hierarchy
—
Power constraints
—
Resiliency
42

O(1) programmers
O(100,000) nodes
O(1000,000) cores
O(100,000,000)
threads and growing
• Increasing intrinsic
complexity of science
• Complexity kills … sequential or parallel
– Expressing concurrency at extreme scale
– Managing the memory hierarchy
• Semantic gap (Colella)
– Why are our equations are O(100) lines but the program
is O(1M) & growing
43
– What’s in the semantic gap – and how to shrink it?

Wish list
●

●

●

●

●

Eliminate gulf between theoretical innovation in small
groups and realization on high-end computers
Eliminate the semantic gap so that efficient parallel code
is no harder than doing the math
Enable performance-portable “code” that can be
automatically migrated to future architectures
Reduce cost at all points in the life cycle

Much of this is pipe dream – but what can we aspire to?
44

Scientific vs. WWW
or mobile software
●

Why are we not experiencing similar
exponential growth in functionality?
– Level of investment; no. of developers?
– Lack of software interoperability and standards?
– Competition not cooperation between groups?
– Shifting scientific objectives?
– Are our problems intrinsically
harder?
– Failure to embrace/develop
higher levels of composition?
– Different hardware complexity?

45

How do we write code for a
machine that does not yet exist?
• Nothing too exotic, e.g., the mix of SIMD and
scalar units, registers, massive multi-threading,
software/hardware managed cache, fast/slow &
local/remote memory that we expect in 2018+
• Answer 1: presently cannot
– but it’s imperative that we learn how and deploy the
necessary tools

• Answer 2: don’t even try!
– where possible generate code from high level specs
– provides tremendous agility and freedom to explore46
diverse architectures

Conventional solution






Problem statement + brain
→ algorithm
Algorithm + language + brain
→ program
Compile program

→ executable




Computer + executable + input
→ result
The brain is

The only step currently
employing HPC in most
applications



Expensive



Finite



Not growing exponentially
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Image from http://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/welcome/features/20071017_Medicine_whitematter/Photos/head_and_brain.jpg

Cost perspectives


250,000 processors running for 12 hours




Devoting 1+% of runtime resources to load balance
and scheduling is quite reasonable




342 processor years

2,500+ processors

Similarly for transformation, generation, compilation


3.42+ year cpu time



What additional transformations are possible?



What wall time is acceptable?



There is no parallel compiler – “heal thyself?”
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Molecular Science Software Project

PNNL
Yuri Alexeev,
Eric Bylaska,
Bert deJong,
Mahin Hackler,
Karol Kowalski,
Lisa Pollack,
Tjerk Straatsma,
Marat Valiev,
Theresa Windus
ORNL
Edo Apra,
Vincent Meunier
Robert Harrison

Gary Black,
Brett Didier,
Todd Elsenthagen,
Sue Havre,
Carina Lansing,
Bruce Palmer,
Karen Schuchardt,
Lisong Sun
Erich Vorpagel

Manoj Krishnan, Jarek Nieplocha,
Bruce Palmer, Vinod Tipparaju

http://www.emsl.pnl.gov/docs/nwchem/nwchem.html
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Dead code
7 December 1969

• Requires human labor
– to migrate to future
architectures, or
– to exploit additional
concurrency, or
– ...

• By these criteria most
extant code is dead
• Sanity check
– How much effort is
required to port to hybrid cpu+GPGPU?

50

The language of
many-body physics
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CCSD Doubles Equation
hbar[a,b,i,j] == sum[f[b,c]*t[i,j,a,c],{c}] -sum[f[k,c]*t[k,b]*t[i,j,a,c],{k,c}] +sum[f[a,c]*t[i,j,c,b],{c}] -sum[f[k,c]*t[k,a]*t[i,j,c,b],{k,c}]
-sum[f[k,j]*t[i,k,a,b],{k}] -sum[f[k,c]*t[j,c]*t[i,k,a,b],{k,c}] -sum[f[k,i]*t[j,k,b,a],{k}] -sum[f[k,c]*t[i,c]*t[j,k,b,a],{k,c}]
+sum[t[i,c]*t[j,d]*v[a,b,c,d],{c,d}] +sum[t[i,j,c,d]*v[a,b,c,d],{c,d}] +sum[t[j,c]*v[a,b,i,c],{c}] -sum[t[k,b]*v[a,k,i,j],{k}]
+sum[t[i,c]*v[b,a,j,c],{c}] -sum[t[k,a]*v[b,k,j,i],{k}] -sum[t[k,d]*t[i,j,c,b]*v[k,a,c,d],{k,c,d}] -sum[t[i,c]*t[j,k,b,d]*v[k,a,c,d],
{k,c,d}] -sum[t[j,c]*t[k,b]*v[k,a,c,i],{k,c}] +2*sum[t[j,k,b,c]*v[k,a,c,i],{k,c}] -sum[t[j,k,c,b]*v[k,a,c,i],{k,c}]
-sum[t[i,c]*t[j,d]*t[k,b]*v[k,a,d,c],{k,c,d}] +2*sum[t[k,d]*t[i,j,c,b]*v[k,a,d,c],{k,c,d}] -sum[t[k,b]*t[i,j,c,d]*v[k,a,d,c],{k,c,d}]
-sum[t[j,d]*t[i,k,c,b]*v[k,a,d,c],{k,c,d}] +2*sum[t[i,c]*t[j,k,b,d]*v[k,a,d,c],{k,c,d}] -sum[t[i,c]*t[j,k,d,b]*v[k,a,d,c],{k,c,d}]
-sum[t[j,k,b,c]*v[k,a,i,c],{k,c}] -sum[t[i,c]*t[k,b]*v[k,a,j,c],{k,c}] -sum[t[i,k,c,b]*v[k,a,j,c],{k,c}]
-sum[t[i,c]*t[j,d]*t[k,a]*v[k,b,c,d],{k,c,d}] -sum[t[k,d]*t[i,j,a,c]*v[k,b,c,d],{k,c,d}] -sum[t[k,a]*t[i,j,c,d]*v[k,b,c,d],{k,c,d}]
+2*sum[t[j,d]*t[i,k,a,c]*v[k,b,c,d],{k,c,d}] -sum[t[j,d]*t[i,k,c,a]*v[k,b,c,d],{k,c,d}] -sum[t[i,c]*t[j,k,d,a]*v[k,b,c,d],{k,c,d}]
-sum[t[i,c]*t[k,a]*v[k,b,c,j],{k,c}] +2*sum[t[i,k,a,c]*v[k,b,c,j],{k,c}] -sum[t[i,k,c,a]*v[k,b,c,j],{k,c}]
+2*sum[t[k,d]*t[i,j,a,c]*v[k,b,d,c],{k,c,d}] -sum[t[j,d]*t[i,k,a,c]*v[k,b,d,c],{k,c,d}] -sum[t[j,c]*t[k,a]*v[k,b,i,c],{k,c}]
-sum[t[j,k,c,a]*v[k,b,i,c],{k,c}] -sum[t[i,k,a,c]*v[k,b,j,c],{k,c}] +sum[t[i,c]*t[j,d]*t[k,a]*t[l,b]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}]
-2*sum[t[k,b]*t[l,d]*t[i,j,a,c]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] -2*sum[t[k,a]*t[l,d]*t[i,j,c,b]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}]
+sum[t[k,a]*t[l,b]*t[i,j,c,d]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] -2*sum[t[j,c]*t[l,d]*t[i,k,a,b]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}]
-2*sum[t[j,d]*t[l,b]*t[i,k,a,c]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[j,d]*t[l,b]*t[i,k,c,a]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}]
-2*sum[t[i,c]*t[l,d]*t[j,k,b,a]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,c]*t[l,a]*t[j,k,b,d]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}]
+sum[t[i,c]*t[l,b]*t[j,k,d,a]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,k,c,d]*t[j,l,b,a]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}]
+4*sum[t[i,k,a,c]*t[j,l,b,d]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] -2*sum[t[i,k,c,a]*t[j,l,b,d]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}]
-2*sum[t[i,k,a,b]*t[j,l,c,d]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] -2*sum[t[i,k,a,c]*t[j,l,d,b]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,k,c,a]*t[j,l,d,b]*v[k,l,c,d],
{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,c]*t[j,d]*t[k,l,a,b]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,j,c,d]*t[k,l,a,b]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}]
-2*sum[t[i,j,c,b]*t[k,l,a,d]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] -2*sum[t[i,j,a,c]*t[k,l,b,d]*v[k,l,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[j,c]*t[k,b]*t[l,a]*v[k,l,c,i],
{k,l,c}] +sum[t[l,c]*t[j,k,b,a]*v[k,l,c,i],{k,l,c}] -2*sum[t[l,a]*t[j,k,b,c]*v[k,l,c,i],{k,l,c}] +sum[t[l,a]*t[j,k,c,b]*v[k,l,c,i],{k,l,c}]
-2*sum[t[k,c]*t[j,l,b,a]*v[k,l,c,i],{k,l,c}] +sum[t[k,a]*t[j,l,b,c]*v[k,l,c,i],{k,l,c}] +sum[t[k,b]*t[j,l,c,a]*v[k,l,c,i],{k,l,c}]
+sum[t[j,c]*t[l,k,a,b]*v[k,l,c,i],{k,l,c}] +sum[t[i,c]*t[k,a]*t[l,b]*v[k,l,c,j],{k,l,c}] +sum[t[l,c]*t[i,k,a,b]*v[k,l,c,j],{k,l,c}]
-2*sum[t[l,b]*t[i,k,a,c]*v[k,l,c,j],{k,l,c}] +sum[t[l,b]*t[i,k,c,a]*v[k,l,c,j],{k,l,c}] +sum[t[i,c]*t[k,l,a,b]*v[k,l,c,j],{k,l,c}]
+sum[t[j,c]*t[l,d]*t[i,k,a,b]*v[k,l,d,c],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[j,d]*t[l,b]*t[i,k,a,c]*v[k,l,d,c],{k,l,c,d}]
+sum[t[j,d]*t[l,a]*t[i,k,c,b]*v[k,l,d,c],{k,l,c,d}] -2*sum[t[i,k,c,d]*t[j,l,b,a]*v[k,l,d,c],{k,l,c,d}]
-2*sum[t[i,k,a,c]*t[j,l,b,d]*v[k,l,d,c],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,k,c,a]*t[j,l,b,d]*v[k,l,d,c],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,k,a,b]*t[j,l,c,d]*v[k,l,d,c],
{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,k,c,b]*t[j,l,d,a]*v[k,l,d,c],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,k,a,c]*t[j,l,d,b]*v[k,l,d,c],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[k,a]*t[l,b]*v[k,l,i,j],
{k,l}] +sum[t[k,l,a,b]*v[k,l,i,j],{k,l}] +sum[t[k,b]*t[l,d]*t[i,j,a,c]*v[l,k,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[k,a]*t[l,d]*t[i,j,c,b]*v[l,k,c,d],
{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,c]*t[l,d]*t[j,k,b,a]*v[l,k,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] -2*sum[t[i,c]*t[l,a]*t[j,k,b,d]*v[l,k,c,d],{k,l,c,d}]
+sum[t[i,c]*t[l,a]*t[j,k,d,b]*v[l,k,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,j,c,b]*t[k,l,a,d]*v[l,k,c,d],{k,l,c,d}] +sum[t[i,j,a,c]*t[k,l,b,d]*v[l,k,c,d],
{k,l,c,d}] -2*sum[t[l,c]*t[i,k,a,b]*v[l,k,c,j],{k,l,c}] +sum[t[l,b]*t[i,k,a,c]*v[l,k,c,j],{k,l,c}] +sum[t[l,a]*t[i,k,c,b]*v[l,k,c,j],{k,l,c}]
+v[a,b,i,j]

〈 ∣

∣〉

a
b
− T − T 
T  T
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e
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0
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The Tensor Contraction Engine:
A Tool for Quantum Chemistry
Oak Ridge National
Laboratory
David E. Bernholdt,
Venkatesh Choppella, Robert
Harrison
Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory
So Hirata

Ohio State University
Gerald Baumgartner, Alina
Bibireata, Daniel Cociorva,
Xiaoyang Gao, Sriram
Krishnamoorthy, Sandhya
Krishnan, Chi-Chung Lam,
Quingda Lu, Russell M.
Pitzer, P Sadayappan,
Alexander Sibiryakov

Louisiana State University
J Ramanujam,

University of Waterloo
Marcel Nooijen, Alexander
Auer
http://www.cis.ohio-state.edu/~gb/TCE/
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Tensor Contraction Engine (TCE)
(Kowalski, PNNL)
Highly parallel codes are needed in order to
apply the CC theories to larger molecular
systems
Symbolic algebra systems for coding
complicated tensor expressions: Tensor
Contraction Engine (TCE)

Parallel performance
(Karwolski et al., PNNL)

Triples part of CR-EOMCCSD(T)
for P1B1-f-coronene in AhlrichsVTZ basis (786 functions). Timings
on Jaguar Cray-XT5 computer at
ORNL.

Towards future computer
architectures
(Villa,Krishnamoorthy, Kowalski)
The CCSD(T)/Reg-CCSD(T) codes have been rewritten in
order to take advantage of GPGPU accelerators
Preliminary tests show very good scalability of the most
expensive N7 part of the CCSD(T) approach

speedup

Programming for HPC
• Performance is a level-1 correctness issue
– At exascale must include power and resilience

• HPC programming is much more than coding
with a dash of performance modeling
• Ingredients
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Intent
Representation(s)
Algorithm
Computer architecture
Performance model
Software architecture and runtime
Implementation including debugging and tuning
Software life cycle and maintenance
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Multiresolution Adaptive Numerical
Scientific Simulation
George I. Fann1, Diego Galindo1, Robert J. Harrison1,2,
Rebecca Hartman-Baker1, Judy Hill1, and Jun Jia
1

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
2
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

In collaboration with
Gregory Beylkin4, Lucas Monzon4, Hideo Sekino5 and Edward
Valeev6
University of Colorado
Toyohashi Technical University, Japan
6
Virginia Tech
4

5

robert.harrison@utk.edu

What is MADNESS?
• A general purpose numerical environment for
reliable and fast scientific simulation
– Chemistry, nuclear physics, atomic physics, material
science, nanoscience, climate, fusion, ...

• A general purpose parallel programming
environment designed for the peta/exa-scales
• Addresses many of the sources of complexity that
constrain our HPC ambitions
http://code.google.com/p/m-a-d-n-e-s-s
http://harrison2.chem.utk.edu/~rjh/madness/

Applications
Numerics
Parallel Runtime

Why MADNESS?
• Reduces S/W complexity
– MATLAB-like level of composition of scientific
problems with guaranteed speed and precision
– Programmer not responsible for managing
dependencies, scheduling, or placement

• Reduces numerical complexity
– Solution of integral not differential equations
– Framework makes latest techniques in applied math
and physics available to wide audience

E.g., with guaranteed precision of 1e-6 form a
numerical representation of a Gaussian in the
cube [-20,20]3, solve Poisson’s equation, and plot
the resulting potential
(all running in parallel with threads+MPI)

output: norm of f 1.00000000e+00 energy 3.98920526e-01

There are only two lines doing real work. First the Gaussian (g) is projected into
the adaptive basis to the default precision. Second, the Green’s function is applied.
The exact results are norm=1.0 and energy=0.3989422804.

The math behind the MADNESS
• Multiresolution

• Low-separation
rank

V 0⊂V 1 ⊂⋯⊂V n
V n=V 0 V 1−V 0  ⋯  V n −V n−1 
M

d

l =1

i=1

f  x 1,  , x n =∑  l ∏ f  xi O

∥ f li ∥2=1

l 
i

 l 0

r

• Low-operator
rank

A=∑ u   v O  
T


=1

  0

T

T

v  v  =u  u =  

Molecular Electronic Structure
Energy and
gradients
ECPs coming
(Sekino, Kato)
Response
properties
(Vasquez and
Sekino)
Still not as
functional as
previous
Python version

Spin density
of solvated
electron

Nuclear physics
J. Pei, G.I. Fann, Y. Ou,
W. Nazarewicz
UT/ORNL
●
●
●
●
●
●

DOE UNDEF
Nuclei & neutron matter
ASLDA
Hartree-Fock Bogliobulov
Spinors
Gamov states

Imaginary part of the seventh eigen function
two-well Wood-Saxon potential

Solid-state electronic structure
• Thornton, Eguiluz and Harrison
(UT/ORNL)
– NSF OCI-0904972: Computational
chemistry and physics beyond the
petascale

• Full band structure with LDA and
HF for periodic systems
• In development: hybrid functionals,
response theory, post-DFT methods
such as GW and model many-body
Hamiltonians via Wannier functions

Coulomb potential isosurface in LiF

Time
dependent
electronic
structure
Vence,
Krstic,
Harrison
UT/ORNL
+
2

H molecule
in laser field
(fixed nuclei)

Nanoscale photonics
(Reuter, Northwestern; Hill, Harrison ORNL)

Diffuse domain approximation for interior boundary value problem; long-wavelength Maxwell equations;
Poisson equation; Micron-scale Au tip 2 nm above Si surface with H2 molecule in gap – 10 7 difference between
shortest and longest length scales.

Electron correlation (6D)

r12
r2

• All defects in mean-field model are ascribed to
electron correlation
• Singularities in Hamiltonian imply for a two-electron atom

1
  r 1, r 2, r 1 2=1 r 1 2 ⋯ as
2

r1 2  0

• Include the inter-electron distance in the wavefunction
– E.g., Hylleraas 1938 wavefunction for He

  r 1, r 2, r 1 2=exp −r 1r 2 1a r 1 2⋯

– Potentially very accurate, but not systematically improvable, and (until
recently) not computationally feasible for many-electron systems
•

Configuration interaction expansion – slowly convergent

  r 1, r 2, =∑ c i∣ r 1   r 2∣
 i
1

i

i 
2

r1

Partitioned SVD representation
x-y
|x-y|
|x-y|
y-x

r

∣x − y∣= ∑ f   x  g   y 
=1

r = separation rank

x-y

In 3D, ideally must
be one box removed
from the diagonal

|x-y|

y

|x-y|

Diagonal box has
full rank

x-y

|x-y|
y-x

|x-y|
y-x
x

|x-y|

Boxes touching
diagonal (face, edge,
or corner) have
increasingly low rank
Away from diagonal
r = O(-log ε)

The way forward demands a
change in paradigm

- by us chemists, the funding agencies, and the
supercomputer centers
• A communal effort recognizing the increased cost
and complexity of code development for modern
theory beyond the petascale
• Coordination between agencies to develop and
deploy new simulation capabilities in sustainable
manner
• Re-emphasizing basic and advanced theory and
computational skills in undergraduate and
71
graduate education

